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related to participation in intercollegiate athletics, or required for vocational or
licensure reasons.) The regulations became effective in the fall of 2013.
In the context of five years of some of the worst budget cuts colleges had ever
seen— the Chancellor’s office reported that some 20% of classes had been cut
system-wide—these measures made sense to some.

Then, in November of 2012, voters passed Prop 30 (primarily a tax on the
wealthy to fund education). Prop 30 helped resuscitate public education in our
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The California Automotive Teachers will meet at Mira Costa College
for the Fall 2015 Conference on October 16 & 17
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President’s Letter by Don Schumacher
I know it’s been awhile since our last newsletter but like you, your CAT Board has
been very busy of late. So let’s get started!
Many thanks go out to Steve Small and his staff for hosting the 2014 Spring CAT
Conference at Chabot College. Steve and his staff did a great job with the tours, their
facility was spotless, the breakout sessions excellent (thank you instructors) and the
food was terrific. As always, a great big “THANK YOU” goes out to the vendors.
Most of you don’t get to see what they do to prepare for our conferences. Boxes that were shipped in have to
be unpacked and their booths set up after they have traveled from as far away as Canada. Not to mention what
they give away at the conference, their time with you! Also behind the scenes are a few guys that help
coordinate every great CAT conference. Thanks Phil, Tom, Steve and the rest of the CAT Board.
As you know at the Spring Conference CAT gives special recognition to members who have made a
difference in their particular area. Below is the list of the 2014 recipients. Congratulations!
Marcus Evans, Monterey High School- Secondary/ROP Teacher of the Year
Jack Rosebro, Perfect Sky-Industry Award

Rick Escalambre, Skyline College- Post Secondary Teacher of the Year
Julia Johnson, Skyline College- Presidents Award
Glenn Troub, Steve Small- Host College Awards Santa Barbara City College and Chabot College respectively.
Our fall conference was held at LA Trade Tech in October. There are two people who need some special
recognition, Dan Encinas (LATT) and Phil Jelineck (CAT). These two guys pulled off the impossible. With
very short notice Dan agreed to hold the conference and from all the reports I have heard, it was very
successful. I also want to take this opportunity to thank the CAT Board members John, Phil, Steve and Tom.
Circumstances and time conflicts left us a little short handed at the conference but they really stepped up. For
those of you that did not attend LATT, the CAT board held a special election for V.P. Your new Vice
President is Rich Williams from Oxnard College. Glenn Troub your past V.P. had informed the board that he
would be unable to fulfill his commitment to CAT. Many thanks to Glenn for his time that he devoted to
CAT.

(Continued on page 8)
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Executive Director’s Report by Bob Barkhouse
It has been a long time since I have had to write an Executive Director's report. I hope
that I can remember everything that has occurred since then. I am very pleased that we
are again going to receive our great newsletter. I , and many others, really missed not
receiving it. I have had a chance to see some other associations newsletters and none
compare to the GREAT work that Rick has done on OURS.

I want to take this

opportunity to thank Rick for all of his hard work and hope you will thank him when
you see him. This is one h--- of a job for one individual! He has to sell adds, compose

them, collect for the adds, hunt for material put the newsletter together, get it printed and get it sent to you, on
top of teaching. I have written several association newsletters and the biggest problem any newsletter author
has is getting the members to help by finding or contributing articles that Rick can use. I know that there are a
lot of you out there that have discovered a new method, tricks, or seen an article in a magazine or paper that
would be of interest to our readers. Let's get behind Rick and send some material to him. It does not have to
be at a deadline, Rick will receive material any time, he has a file at home that he stores material in and
retrieve as needed.
In 2013, our Fall semi-annual conference was at Santa Barbara. What a treat to be in Santa Barbara and on

their college campus. I understand that all of the teachers have to pay to work there! All kidding aside, they
have a great automotive facility and it is obvious that they have a successful program. The conference was
great and the seminars were outstanding. To top all of this off, CAT was there in force, even though everyone
had to drive or attempt to fly in. Since Santa Barbara, we have had two other great Conferences. One at Chabot
College and the other at Los Angeles Trade & Tech. Again, the seminars were great and everyone that I talked
to was pleased with both conferences. As usual, the CAT attendance was on a level with past conferences. As
I have said before, I am proud of all of you for the effort you put forth to attend. I know it is hard in these
tough economic times but I hope we can continue to put on conferences that meet your needs.

I continue to attend ASCCA (Automotive Service Council)Team Weekends and was able to attend their
summer conference and their Joint Summit meeting with CAWA (California Automotive Wholesalers
Association (automotive parts). All of them were great meetings. The ASCCA/ CAWA Summit Meeting
dealt with industry problems and new technology.

This is where I was introduced to the nuances of

Telematics. I am here to tell you that Telematics is still a hot topic for discussion and I don't think it is going
away. CAWA is another organization that I am working to stay in good with.
(Continued on page 6)
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High School/ROP News—Armando Hernandez

Immediately after accepting the position of High school and ROP representative at the
2013 CAT conference I was handed my first mission by my predecessor John Chocholak,
to address the motion items approved at the 2011 board meeting, I made them my first
priority. Since then I have worked with Dara Dubois, Steve Tomory and Janet Malig the
DSN for Los Angeles and Orange County to address these CAT requests and we have
made some very positive progress.
These items are in direct response to SB611 and SB 612. These two bills gave great power to the UC
system over secondary education. Once these bills were signed there was very little high schools could do to
fight them, the only option is still only to comply or be shut down due to lack of student enrollment. As an
ASE certified technician and trainer I know very well the value of a certified training program, however once
the UC system was given the reigns to K12 education, the writing was on the wall. There is very little an
industry certification can do to save a program that does not meet the UC A-G certification process. Our only
option to date is to establish a process by which more and more transportation programs can comply and be
certified to avoid being supplanted by academia.
Tough talk and bills such as AB 1330 help very little unless they are written with the CTE programs in
mind. They are written as options and are very rarely adopted by school boards.
This in no case a stalemate situation, programs that fail to adopt an A-G mindset are quickly closed due to
dropping enrollment and are soon closed, which has led to the high attrition rate of our CTE programs state
wide.
This leads me back to the direction I was given by my mentor John Chocholak, to address the motions that
passed at that meeting in 2011, they involved some very ambitious goals that included what seemed like
impossible goals, so I will address them one at a time as they appeared on the minutes.

CAT BOARD 4/29/11
MOTIONED and passed with 100% yes vote:
CAT approved automotive courses of study:
1. The CAT Board supports and authorizes the development of an approved CAT Introductory auto program
for middle school students to expose them to and
Prepare them for further study of automotive technology in high school.
(Continued on page 22)
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ASCCA has opened their meetings to technicians, which means they will have some technical sessions as a
part of their Summer Conference. This is good news for teachers and the Techs in the field. I hope some of
you can attend next June. I will keep you posted on the date and place in our Spring newsletter This is an
organization that we all should support by joining as a teacher. The cost is very minimal at $25 a year. See
your local ASCCA chapter or call the ASCCA Sacramento office at 800-810-4272 or 916-924-9054.
Each December, your CAT Board meets in Sacramento for its annual all day work session. It is amazing
the amount of work that gets accomplished when you have all day. More amazing is when they are at the

Board meeting, they leave their egos outside in the hallway. During the meeting, they have one thing in mind
and that is being productive for the good of CAT. These all day sessions allow CAT to function smoothly and
produce conferences that you enjoy.
On the 23rd of July, CalABC Board (California Automotive Business Coalition), which CAT has a seat on
that Board, had an all day meeting and it looks like they will be refocusing and have decided to eliminate their
Foundation. Unfortunately, this leaves the ATTS program out in the dark at this time. I am working with

Fall 2014 Conference Highlights By Phil Jelinek
As the 1st Past President of CAT, it is my responsibility to coordinate the conferences by helping those who
step up to host our Spring and Fall conferences. CAT supplies the host school with a framework to guide
them through the process and it has worked quite well from the responses I have received from the hosting
schools.
Our fall conference this year was at LA Trade Tech. The twenty-five acre campus is located on the
southern edge of South Park, a neighborhood in Downtown Los Angeles. The campus is served by the Grand
Avenue Station of the Metro Rail Blue Line and the 23rd Street Station of the Expo Line and is approximately
one mile north of the University of Southern California. Founded as the Frank Wiggins Trade School in 1925
the college is the oldest of the nine campuses of the Los Angeles Community College District. After World
War II the school became the Metropolitan Polytechnical High School and later Metropolitan College. The
school became Trade–Technical Junior College in 1954. In 1969 the college became a part of the Los Angeles
Community College District.
LA Trade Tech, with its rich history, was a great setting for this years fall conference. There were over
180 participants, vendors, faculty and staff in attendance. Our field trips consisted of visiting the Nethercutt
Museum, the Petersen Museum and the NHRA Museum. Special thanks for a well run conference goes to:
Joseph Guerrieri, Dean, LA Trade-Tech and Jess Guerra, Associate Professor, Department Chair, LA TradeTech. A very special thank you goes to Dan Encinas and his two daughters for setting up the tours, having a
smooth check-in process, laying out the vendor area, organizing the presentations and luncheon, and guiding
the overall tone of the conference.
Hope to see you at Skyline College in San Bruno, CA.
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Because of the special election at LATT, I have asked your current board members to remain in their
positions for one more year. They all agreed. This will give Rich time to come up to speed and have a better
understanding of how the CAT board works. So as a result a new Vice President will not be voted on in the
spring 2015. However, the CAT board will still be looking for the next V.P. from the north. If you are
interested, contact any of your board members.
On Friday November 7th I attended a meeting at the Foundation for California Community Colleges in
Sacramento.

Also at the meeting were representatives from the Outdoor Power Equipment manufacturers,

C.A.R.B and Community Colleges. The title of the meeting was SEP: Small Engine Maintenance & Repair.
The purpose of the meeting was to begin a discussion on developing curriculum that High Schools and
Community Colleges can use to create successful training programs that will meet the needs of employers in
the Outdoor Power Equipment market.

Funds for the program will initially come from C.A.R.B’s

Supplemental Environmental Project or SEP. It was noted at the meeting the initial funding will most likely
go to schools with existing Small Engine Programs. The attendee’s were asked if we would agree to become
the Subject Matter Experts for this program and all said yes. I think CAT has a great opportunity to help
develop a program that meets the needs of our students and industry. I hope to have more information about
the program by the spring conference. If anything comes up before that I will have it posted to the CAT
website. Hey just another reason to check out our fantastic website.
Last couple of things to mention, first at the lunch meeting (Chabot College) I noted that the Institutional
Membership is going to be terminated. There are not enough Colleges using it to make it financially viable.
Second, the CAT Board will be initiating a follow up with regards to the small engine give-away program. If
your school received these engines and are not using them please contact Armando Hernandez or Steve
Tomory. Our contract with the State of California requires the engines be used or returned so we can
distribute them to other schools.
Well that about does it for me. Hope to see you all at Skyline College for the spring 2015 CAT Conference!

A Message from the President
Mira Costa College will be hosting the Fall CAT Conference. I would like to take this opportunity to invite
anyone who has thought about holding a training session to contact Tom Broxholm at Skyline College or Phil
Jelinek, CAT’s conference coordinator. We are always looking for great technical based training sessions or
new and innovative ways to deliver material to our students.
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WEBMASTER Report by Tom Broxholm
In December 2013 CAT signed additional years onto our contract with Cvent.
Everyone agreed that registration and financial tracking has never been as good as it
is using Cvent. This new commitment with Cvent came with a free training trip to
Virginia to which I took advantage of this past summer. Cvent has rolled out a major
upgrade which hopefully will make my job easier and your registration easy.
Our check-in process during our spring and fall 2014 conferences went extremely smooth due to the OnArrival iPad app that links directly to Cvent and your registration. Unfortunately the application and the iPad

was not fully used for registration during our Fall 2014 conference. Skyline College plans to use this
application for the entire check-in process this spring.
The website has photos from our fall conference and a link to photos from past conferences so check it out.
Skyline College (Spring 2015) and Miracosta College (Fall 2015) are both planning fantastic future
conferences so plan ahead. Skyline College will be offering several classes on Friday along with 2 tours in
addition to classes on Saturday. If you want additional NATEF training you may want to plan for the
additional day. As always, if you have any account or registration problem or need to update your information
with CAT don’t hesitate to contact me by using the “Contact Webmaster” link on the website.

Become a BAR Certified Instructor!
Interested in becoming a Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) Certified Instructor for the California’s
Smog Check Program?
The BAR Certified Instructor Program is designed to ensure high standards among our educators and will
consist of the successful completion of the following multi-part procedure: Application, Self-Study/Training
Assessment, Submission of a Lesson Plan, Presentation with Classroom Demonstration(s), Computer-Based
Presentation. The testing schedule below is tentative for the remainder of 2015:
Tuesday, June 3, 2015: Written assessment (Both locations)

Tuesday, August 4, 2015: Oral Presentations: Rancho Cordova
Wednesday, August 5th & Thursday, August 6th 2015: Oral presentations: South El Monte
Wednesday, September 2, 2015: Written assessment (Both locations)
Tuesday, November 3, 2015: Oral Presentation: Rancho Cordova
Wednesday, November 4th & Thursday, November 5th, 2015: Oral Presentations: South El Monte
For more information, please contact Janelle Calindas at the Bureau of Automotive Repair at (916) 403-0151
or by email: Janelle.Calindas@dca.ca.gov
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Spring 2014 Conference Highlights By Phil Jelinek
As the 1st Past President of CAT, it is my responsibility to coordinate the conferences by assisting those
who step up to host our Spring and Fall conferences. CAT supplies the host school with a framework to guide
them through the process and from the responses I have received from the hosting schools, it has worked quite
well.
Our Spring conference this year was at Chabot Community College, the place where two of our (CAT)
founding members, Mel Edwards and Norm Gibbs, taught. A plaque was presented to the college honoring
these two visionaries.
The Friday tours were to the Oakland Air Museum and Maier Racing Enterprises. I attended the Oakland
Air Museum and it was educational and informative the see and hear about the history of air travel and the
Oakland airport come alive through our guides direction.
The seminars informed and educated our members in topics such as basic as Electricity, the Internal
Combustion Engine, Diesel Diagnosis, and using Smoke Machines, to Engaging Today’s Learners and
incorporating STEM in the Classroom. We also had quite a number of hands-on classes including Learning
about the Modified Simpson Planetary Gearset and Understanding CAN Codes and OBD II. We had 23
vendors share their wares with our members and show us the latest and greatest in what is new in education.
A special thanks to Steve Small and his staff from Chabot College for putting on a great conference.
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state, where all levels of education had been severely reduced. Funding for the community college system
more or less stabilized. But these restrictive regulations are still in place.
The regulations aimed to cut down enrollment in the arts and physical education, where statewide
enrollment was high. Under pressure to cut enrollments, and in conjunction with other trends in education
leaning towards objectives and outcomes, the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges (ASCCC)
provided guidance (in 2011) that informed the new regulations. The thinking behind this was that curriculum
should be leveled where appropriate, and students should not need to repeat a course that they have passed

successfully. As ASCCC leaders explain in a recent article, “The educational principle behind credit courses is
based on achieving objectives and outcomes . . . If the student achieves those objectives and outcomes, the
student passes; if the student does not, the student should not pass.”
Under the recent regulations a student can only successfully complete a course one time in most cases.
There is an additional factor for students in the arts and kinesiology: students may have no more than four
enrollments in any given group of active participatory courses that are related in content (commonly known as
a family of courses). This is a huge blow to anyone serious about art, especially those students who didn’t (and
don’t) have access to private music, theater, or other arts classes. In many cases, the new regulations make the
maximum number of courses allowed in community colleges the minimum needed for transfer to State or UC.
This doesn’t take into account the fact that some students may need more than that minimum to build
proficient performance skills and portfolios that will be needed to get in many four-year colleges. Cabrillo has
sent many students of the visual and performing arts to top-notch institutions in the past; will now be restricted
from following similar paths of success.
Other areas impacted by these changes include the Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs such
as Journalism, Digital Media, Computer Information Systems, Welding, Automotive, and Culinary Arts, areas
where curriculum or technology changes over time or where students may need additional practice with the
course material (note that a petition process is applicable in situations that are needed for transfer or
certificates). Students are also limited in areas such as Creative Writing and World languages. And Work
Experience students/courses have been heavily impacted (the ASCCC is in the process of addressing this
item.)
Overall, the changes to repeatability align with a narrow vision of colleges that focuses on academic
transfer and CTE certificate or licensing programs and allows students two years to get through the system. It
(Continued on page 12)
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does not take into account those updating skills for jobs not associated with licensing requirement or students
attempting to pursue goals outside of transfer.
These regulations have gone too far. While some colleges have managed the curriculum in a way that enables
them to maintain their programs, from what we are hearing students in numerous programs across the state are,
and will continue to be, severely impacted by these regulations.
We would love nothing more than to get back to a Master Plan Vision of education that provides quality
education for all Californians. In the meantime, we’d like to save our art programs and bring back access for

students who may need to repeat a course for a reason other than (low level) transfer or a certificate. We hope
you will join us.
What you can do:
Sign up for email alerts by sending an email to ccft@ccftcabrillo.org; please include repeatability advocacy in
the title.
Sign our online petition at: http://chn.ge/1m4lCET
The ASCCC passed a resolution at the at their plenary session last week (Nov. 13-14, 2014) that they will:

1. Gather information from local senates about the impact of the program level of the 2012 changes to the
repeatability regulations and hold a breakout session at the Spring 2015 Plenary;
2. Research the impact at the program level of the 2012 changes to the repeatability regulations, use the
research to inform possible future actions or guidance regarding this issue, and present the research at
the Spring 2016 Plenary Session.
Follow up is needed in your local senates. If your program faculty are affected by this, please be
sure to get local senates on board!
Encourage your organizations to support rescinding or modifying these regulations. In particular, we need
support from:
1. Student Senates & Clubs
2. Legislators
3. Local Governing Boards
4. The Community College Board of Governors
This article appeared in the AFT 1493 Advocate Newsletter
for the San Mateo Community College District.
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Excellence in Education
Armando Hernandez—Schurr HS
Hometown: East Los Angeles, California
Current City of Residence: Montebello, CA
Training/certificates: Master s in Educational Administr ative Cr edential, Clear
designated subjects
Automotive experience and how many years at each: Heavy Line Tech, Walker
Bros. Jeep Eagle-1987-1990

The Southern California Gas Company heavy line tech- 1990- Present
Automotive instructor The Southern California Gas Company- 2007-present
Senior Automotive Fleet Instructor, The Southern California Gas Company and San Diego Gas and ElectricPresent.
Automotive instructor - Los Altos High School, Hacienda Heghts 1995- 1997
Automotive Instructor - Schurr High School-1997-present
How did you get your start: Phone call fr om phone my high school Auto shop Instr uctor Vic Kim. He
and I still ride dirt bikes together and take our families camping together.
Hobbies: Dir t Bikes, Hill Climbs like the Widowmaker in Cr oydon, Utah, Skips at Car negie Hill Climb,
Jawbone Canyon Big Hill Climb, teaching my boys to work on cars and motorcycles, golf, shooting, fishing,
skiing.
Favorite TV programs: Swamp people, Counting car s, How its Made, Wicked Tuna, Deadliest Catch.
What was your first job and what was the pay: I used to wash and tune-up cars on used car lots in East
Los Angeles from the age of 11 until I was 15. We had a family friend that owned a car lot and when he gave

me an opportunity he recommended me to his friends. It was piece meal so I got paid differently for each job,
more like a donation for spending cash.
What is your dream job: I would like to wor k dir ectly for the gover nor ’s office to have a direct influence
in Secondary CTE.
Person you most admired and why: My Father , he was bor n and gr ew up ver y poor in south Texas, he is
easily the smartest and hardest working man I have ever met. He retired from Oscar Mayer in the eighties with
(Continued on page 18)
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the highest seniority of the Butchers in Vernon. He worked the last years there before it was closed and after
the union was busted. His pay was cut in half but he never quit due to the threat of losing his pension, after
almost forty years there his pension was later reinvested by Phillip Morris in a little company called Enron. He
still brings me lunch to school every day without fail, he is my best friend!
Life changing experience: Childr en, they ar e the best. They give you pur pose and r eason to wake up
every day.
If you were granted one wish, what would it be: To end violence. I like to imagine all the gr eat things

we could do around the world if we could just do that.
What changes have you seen in your classroom over your career: the destr uction of many CTE
programs due the UC system controlling secondary education.
What is the biggest problem you see for the automotive teacher: unfor tunately when the secondar y and
post-secondary academia fails, they seek additional resources at the expense of CTE and other non-required
programs like ROP. CTE programs have not been targeted because they have failed, they are identified as
different, or through attrition, they are eliminated to make room for more academic programs. We need to stop
the UC system from driving secondary instruction. I often hear of highly supported programs in California that
are regionally politically supported, but inner city schools and communities are not afforded the same luxuries.
In dense communities the large budgets are consumed by large populations.
What is the biggest problem you see facing the automotive industry today: r egulator y mandates and
technology that is relatively cheap to mass produce but very expensive to repair and usually at the expense of
the technicians. Techs are usually behind the curve when it comes to training and most OEMs are not
investing in their technicians’ professional development like in years past due to competition and the cost of
overhead.
What was the first car you owned and how did you afford it: 1967 Camar o, it was given to me my senior
year in school by a friend and his mother. It was a gift for all the help I had given him over the years on his
cars. Engine swaps until midnight, tune ups, brake jobs, etc. I sold it five years later for a down payment on
my first house, I still miss that car.
What are your favorite automotive magazines: Motor, Fleet Manager, Dirt bike.
Favorite quote: Tell me and I will for get, teach me and I will r emember , include me and I will lear n.
Benjamin Franklin.
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What are Permanent Diagnostic Trouble Codes?
by Steve Caruso
Permanent-Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC) are a part of California Code and
Regulations that were phased-in on the vehicle’s On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) systems. It
started with model years 2010 through 2012 on all passenger and light duty vehicles with
Gasoline and Diesel engines. Beginning with model year 2010, Permanent-DTCs were
phased-in at 50% of the fleet, 75% in model year 2011, and was 100% implemented in
model year 2012. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) adopted California’s law

so that there would be less confusion among the manufacturer’s implementing this
regulation between the two emission standards. This means California and Federal vehicles will all have
Permanent-DTC’s.
What makes the Permanent-DTC uniquely different from a Regular-DTC, is that Permanent-DTCs are
stored in a memory that cannot be erased with scan tools (generic, aftermarket, or manufacturer-specific) or by
disconnecting the battery. Permanent-DTC’s can only be erased by the OBD system itself. When the
Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL) is commanded “on” in a vehicle that supports Permanent-DTCs, the trouble
code is stored as both a Regular-DTC and as a Permanent-DTC. Unlike the Regular-DTC, the Permanent-DTC

is written to a non-volatile memory (NVRAM) at the end of the key cycle.
So how do I erase Permanent DTC’s? Once stored, Permanent-DTCs can only be erased by the OBD
system itself in two ways; Self-Healing and Healed.
Self-Healing - If a scan tool “code clear” has not been requested, the Permanent-DTC will be erased at the
same time the MIL turns off.(i.e. if the OBD system detects that a fault is no longer present; it will extinguish
the MIL and erase the Permanent-DTC).
Healed - If a scan tool “code clear” command was requested, (i.e. technician clears codes after repairing a
fault) the Permanent-DTC will not be erased until the Monitor or condition responsible for setting that specific
Permanent-DTC has run at least once and confirmed that the fault is no longer present.
The OBD system is designed to be able to store at least four Permanent-DTC’s at one time. Should a
vehicle have more than one DTC currently commanding the MIL, then only the current faults would be stored
as Permanent-DTC’s. These will not be erased until the Monitors responsible for each of the PermanentDTC’s have run and confirmed that each of the faults have been corrected. Permanent-DTC’s are read on a
scan tool under the request of Service Mode $0A and Regular-DTCs are read under the request of Service
Mode $03. This is done to distinguish the difference between the two types of codes.
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Due to the current California middle school curriculum, transportation curricula have been proposed
however it is not under the authority of our advisory to implement. Our work is continuously considered and
we do collaborate to drive middle school instruction.
2. The CAT Board supports and authorizes the development of an approved CAT first year introductory auto
program for high school students to expose them to and prepare them for further study of advanced
automotive technology in high school and ROP programs.
The current Transportation sector standards have been written and adopted by the State department of

education. They were written over the last few years by the transportation standards writing team, which
consists of two CAT members, Steve Tomory from Rio Hondo College and Schurr High Schools, Armando
Hernandez, the high school and ROP representative from CAT.
(Continued on page 23)
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3. The CAT Board supports and authorizes the development of approved CAT Frameworks and Standards for
introductory auto programs for middle schools, high schools and ROPs that are based on and meet current
automotive industry standards developed by recognized automotive industry standards organizations.
I am currently a member of the Department of Educations’ Curriculum review team, The Standards
writing team and the State advisory team representing the Sempra Utilities, The southern California Gas Co
and San Diego Gas and Electric. The work he and Steve collaborated on has set in place standards that are
adaptable to every automotive program in the state and since completing this work the state transportation

standards have been adopted across the nation.
4. The CAT board requests seats at the Frameworks and Standards “table” for input into the current
formulation and revisions of the Frameworks and Standards for middle school, high school and ROP
programs in the California public school programs.
Steve and I are currently and have for the past few years been serving as advisors to the state curriculum
writing teams that develop the frameworks for middle schools, high schools, and ROPs.
5. The CAT board requests the California Department of Education fulfill the requirements of Education
Code Section 51226 and develop specific Frameworks and Standards for middle school, high school and
ROP level auto programs. See #3 I, along with the help of Steve Tomory, Janet Malig, and Dara Dubois
from the Department of Education am currently working on writing a four year sequence of A-G approved
courses that will hopefully be approved by the California State Department of education. Through the help
of Dara Dubois and Janet Malig we will be looking to send these courses to the board of regents for
statewide approval.
I understand now what a tremendous responsibility it is to take on the Post-Secondary education system
and represent not only the programs that are still in operation but also the students that depend on us to deliver
the marketable skills they will need to provide for their families. When will everyone in education start make

their decisions by starting their process with questions like “what is best for the kids?”, and not “What is best
for the institution?” When will we figure out that we are obligated to provide a comprehensive education to all
students based on their needs and dreams? If everyone is required to pay taxes, then are we not obligated to
provide everyone with an education that they can use? We must move education to be more comprehensive in
its approach and only then can we expect to be more successful as a process.
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Farewell to Teaching – Making a Difference
By Chuck Rockwood
Retire? I retired last May but, don’t yet feel retired. I’m still thinking about the
students and the program. The students have always been my number one concern
and now that I have handed over the reins it is tough to let go. Fortunately, the
program is in good hands and a caring energetic young man has been hired to take
my place. In time I’m sure I will ease into my new life.
Why did I retire? I didn’t feel that old. Just old men retire, right? But, I was
starting to realize that I was losing interest in newer cars and the old cars that I grew
up with and love were not relevant to the students. Times change and we either change or get out of the way.
The eighteen year olds who always provided a naive prospective and comic relief were starting to be an
irritant and distraction. My time was being diverted by management away from the things that really help the
students. There was too much playing school and not enough about the students. There were too many new
mangers too often. At one time, the Dean changed so often we coined the term “Dean of the Month”. How
can you have consistency and build a program when your time is spent educating management that cars aren’t
repaired by grease moneys.
What it really comes down to is, the students. As a teacher, the greatest success is a student’s success. As

I see it there are three groups of students in every class. The top 10% that will make it in spite of us, they
already have the passion. A little guidance and away they go. We only need to get out of the way and provide
them with the opportunity to explore and learn. The 10% at the bottom have many reasons for being in class,
but lack the basic interest, skills and passion. And finally the middle 80%, these are the students who need
our assistance, guidance and encouragement.

It’s the middle 80% that we can really help. These are the

students that have a lot of baggage they bring to school. Many have dug themselves a hole and now need help
climbing out, or they aren’t sure what the really want to do, or even the student that loves cars but just doesn’t
have the aptitude. Here we can make a difference.

I was like many of our students. I had dug a big hole and needed help getting out. I graduated from high
school unable to spell and thus unable to write. I had no encouragement, little family support. I started
having children when I was too young. I knew about digging holes and needed help. I needed people who
cared enough to make a difference.
I have been fortunate I encountered people who made a difference. My high school auto teacher had the
passion, he made a difference. He once told me that it’s the light in a student’s eye when they get it, was the
(Continued on page 25)
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most fulfilling for him. He inspired me to become an auto teacher. There was my college auto instructor
whose indifference inspired me to make a difference. There was a college history teacher who worked with
me on my spelling and the college administrator that would correct my grammar. There was and still is my
mentor who had faith in me and encouraged me to pursue my dream. Whether they knew it or not all these
people made a difference and I thank them. I was truly blessed, I had a job I loved and I was in turn able to
make a difference.
So, what am I going to do in retirement? Spend time with family, work on all the unfinished projects, go

to Stanford football games, learn to let go. The rest I’m not sure but, everyone tells me that life will get real
busy.
A dream without ambition is like a car without gas... you're not going anywhere.
Sean Hampton
It's what you learn after you know it all that counts. ~Attributed to Harry S Truman

A Message from the Newsletter Editor!
We always need technical articles to share with our members.
If you have an article for the newsletter
(it is never too early) please email them to:
rick@calautoteachers.com

Apology from the Newsletter Letter
While I am extremely proud of all the previous newsletters that I have produced as your editor, please accept my apology for not providing CAT members with the last two issues of the newsletter. No excuses, I
just didn’t place the highest priority on getting the job done.
Despite the fact I am retiring on May 23, my plan is to continue on as the Editor of the CAT Newsletter.
This should provide me some additional time hunt down articles and advertisements.

Each one of you can

make my job as your Editor easier by keeping your eyes open for articles that are technical in nature or even
human interest stories related to automotive.
Sincerely,
Rick Escalambre
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Is Your Program Being Impacted by the
Inability to Repeat Courses?
The inability to repeat courses is taking a toll on many programs throughout the state. Automotive in
particular is one of those programs. Programs are being forced to spend countless hours creating new courses
or modifying existing courses. Technology as it relates to the automotive field is constantly evolving and our
students need the opportunity to repeat our courses. I am sure most of you are constantly modifying your
curriculum to meet the changing technology but you don’t feel the need to submit a course modification to the
scrutiny of your curriculum committee.
If you have recently gone through Program Review and looked at enrollment trends in your short courses
you may have noticed a negative trend in enrollment. This trend has been on steady decline over the last four
years since students have not been allowed to repeat your courses. So……...get your Advisory Board
involved as we did at Skyline College. The following letter was given to AFT and the Academic Senate. The
AFT included it in a recent issue of their newsletter and Academic Senate has been moving on the issue.

The Skyline College Automotive Technology Advisory Board is concerned about the inability of our
technicians to repeat automotive classes. The lack of repeatability is having a negative impact on our industry
because we rely on Skyline College to provide current and relevant information to our technicians. The
content of the courses offered at Skyline College is constantly being updated to address the changes taking
place in the industry.
Our technicians should not be blocked from repeating courses. The department should not have to submit
new course offerings every few years so our technicians and take a similar class with a new name and number.
In summary, the Advisory Board supports course repeatability for Career Technical Educations programs.
It is a benefit to the automotive repair industry to have automotive programs that conduct training that is on the

leading edge of technology.
The Skyline College Automotive Technology Advisory Board has the read recommended changes to
course repeatability and ask that these changes be implemented by State of California Chancellor’s Office as
soon as possible.
Sincerely,
Skyline College Automotive Advisory Board
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The CAT Newsletter is always looking for technical articles and advertisements! The deadline for submitting articles
an ads is April 15th for the spring issue and October 15th for the fall issue. Articles should be submitted in Word. It
is preferred that ads be submitted in JPEG or EPS formats, PDF will work but sometimes the text is distorted once
it is placed into the newsletter. The cost and sizes for advertisements can be found on our Website.
For additional information about the California Automotive Teachers’ organization,
future conferences, job announcements, training opportunities, and much more:
visit our WEBSITE at

www.calautoteachers.com
Conference Host Information
Phone:

760-757-2121 x 6354
svail@miracosta.edu

Mailing address:
Mira Cosa College
Steve Vail
1 Barnard Drive
Oceanside, CA 92056
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